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Introduction – Introducing National 5 Practical Woodworking

INTRODUCING NATIONAL 5
PRACTICAL WOODWORKING
INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE

COURSE ASSESSMENT STRUCTURE
The course assessment is split into two main sections, the question paper and the
practical activity. The question paper is out of 60 marks, which is scaled to represent
30% of the overall marks for the course assessment, with the practical activity having
70 marks allocated to it to represent the remaining 70%.

Question paper

COURSE CONTENT
National 5 Practical Woodworking is largely workshop-based, combining elements
of theory and practical woodworking techniques. Throughout the course, as well as
learning how to use a range of tools, equipment and materials safely, you will also
develop skills in reading drawings and diagrams, measuring and marking out, cutting,
shaping and finishing materials.
This course develops skills in three main areas. Each area provides opportunities for
you to understand safe working practices, sustainability issues, and good practice in
recycling within a workshop environment. Each area of study covers a different set of
woodworking skills. All areas include skills and associated knowledge in measuring,
marking out, cutting and jointing techniques.
(SQA, National 5 Course Specification Practical Woodworking version 2.0, p2 and p4,
https://www.sqa.org.uk/files_ccc/PracticalWoodworkingCourseSpecN5.pdf)

SKILLS, KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING FOR
THE COURSE
The following provides a broad overview of the subject skills, knowledge and
understanding you will develop during the course:

The question paper will give you an opportunity to demonstrate the skills, knowledge
and understanding you have learned while working through the practical woodworking
course content. In the question paper, you can expect to find questions relating to the
following topics:

•
•
•
•
•

Measuring and marking tools
Reading and interpreting drawings
Materials
Bench work
Flat-frame construction
and assembly

•
•

Carcase construction and assembly

•
•
•

Surface preparation and finish

Use and care of machines and
power tools
Health and safety
Sustainability and recycling

Practical activity
The practical activity will allow you to demonstrate the application of skills and
knowledge developed during the course to produce a finished product to a given
standard and specification.
The practical activity will be to manufacture a product and complete a log book. The log
book will be provided as part of the assessment task.
Marks are awarded for:

•

Using a range of woodworking tools, equipment and materials safely and correctly for
woodworking tasks with some complex features.

•
•

Adjusting tools where necessary, following safe practices.

•
•
•

Reading and interpreting drawings and diagrams in familiar and some unfamiliar
contexts.

The practical activity will give you an opportunity to demonstrate the following skills,
knowledge and understanding:

•

Measuring and marking out timber sections and sheet materials in preparation for
cutting and shaping tasks with some complex features.

Selecting and using a range of woodworking tools, equipment, materials and finishes.

•

Practical creativity in the context of simple and familiar woodworking tasks with some
complex features.

•
•

•

Following, with autonomy, given stages of a practical problem-solving approach to
woodworking tasks.

Marking out, cutting and shaping component parts.

•

Applying knowledge and understanding of safe working practices in a workshop
environment.

•
•
•

•

Applying knowledge and understanding of the properties and uses of a range of
woodworking materials.

•

Applying knowledge and understanding of sustainability issues in a practical
woodworking context.

Log book
Flat-frame construction
Carcase construction

•
•
•

Machining/turnery
Finishing
Overall assembly

Reading, interpreting and following given working drawings, outline specification
information and cutting lists.
Manufacturing a finished product to given drawing standards.
Working and using tools and equipment in accordance with recognised procedures
and safe working practices.

More information can be found on the question paper and the practical activity on
pp. 70–71 of this book.

Success in the Practical Woodworking course can allow you to progress on to many
exciting and enjoyable courses and professions. Use the internet to research the
following jobs: joiner, plumber, electrician, architect and engineer.
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Jointing techniques – More flat-frame jointing techniques

JOINTING TECHNIQUES

MORE FLAT-FRAME JOINTING TECHNIQUES
When a flat frame has a horizontal centre rail or a vertical muntin, T- and cross-joints are needed.
As we have already seen, some joints, like the butt, dowel and bridle joints, can be used as either a
corner or T-joint. In this section, we will look at joints that are specifically used for crossover and T-joints.

T-joints

Muntin (Centre stile)

STUB MORTISE AND TENON JOINT
The stub mortise and tenon, also known
as the stopped mortise and tenon, is
one of the strongest frame joints and is
therefore one of the most frequently used
joints on chairs, stools and tables. The
main advantage is that once glued up,
there are no obvious signs of the joint on
the outside of the leg. The depth of the
mortise should be about three-quarters of
the width of the leg or stile.

Each section of the joint
should be a third of the
thickness of the piece of
wood. It is important to get
the thickness of each section
right, so as not to weaken
the joint.

Stub mortise and tenon joint: assembled and
exploded view

Stile
You should be able to name
and recognise the various
types of joints used within
each frame and be able to
suggest an appropriate joint
for a given scenario.

Centre
Rail

THROUGH MORTISE AND TENON JOINT
The through mortise and tenon is very
similar to the stub mortise and tenon,
except this time the tenon goes all the
way through the width of the leg or
stile (as shown). This type of T-joint is,
again, a very strong joint, but can be
strengthened further by inserting a
wedge into the end of the tenon once the
tenon is in place. This joint is often used
to join the middle rail to the stiles when
making a door frame.

Stile

Rail

Crossover Joints

Flat-frame joint types

T-HALVING JOINT
The T-halving joint is similar to the corner-halving joint but in this case one of
the pieces joins the other in the middle to form a T. They are often found in frame
constructions, and due to the surface area where the grain cross, the glued-up joint is
reasonably strong. Wood of equal thickness is used for both parts of the joint.

Find out how to make
a dovetail template by
watching the clip on the
Digital Zone.

Through mortise and tenon joint: assembled and
exploded view

A wedge inserted into a through
mortise and tenon to increase
its strength

CROSS-HALVING JOINT
Cross-halving joints are often found in
frame constructions where you have a rail
and a centre stile crossing over each other.
Wood of equal thickness is used for both
parts of the joint and half the timber of the
joint is removed from each piece of wood
– hence the name halving joint. It’s quite a
strong joint and it takes practice to make it
fit well. It can be used on door frames and
Cross-halving joint: assembled and exploded view
window frames due to the joint being flat
on both sides.

Find out how to make
a wooden gate at
www.brightredbooks.net

T-halving joint: assembled and exploded view

DOVETAIL HALVING
The dovetail slope is 1:6
for softwood and 1:8 for
hardwood. An average
slope is 1:7.
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Another T-joint, the dovetail halving is
one of the most complex joints to make
accurately, and as a result it is usually
found in expensive quality furniture.
Due to its large surface area and the
grains crossing it is a strong joint. It has
added strength because the dovetail is
locked in along its length.

Tail

1. Sketch an exploded view of a T-halving joint, dovetail-halving joint, through mortise
and tenon joint and a cross-halving joint.

Take the test on crossover
flat-frame jointing techniques
at www.brightredbooks.net

2. Suggest a reason for using a dovetail-halving joint rather than a T-halving joint in the
manufacture of a flat frame.
Pins
Dovetail-halving joint: assembled and exploded view

3. Describe a method of reinforcing a through mortise and tenon joint.
4. Suggest the recommended dovetail slope that could be used when making a dovetail
halving from hardwood.
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Mechanical fixing and adhesive bonding – Mechanical fixing and adhesive bonding

MECHANICAL FIXING AND ADHESIVE
BONDING
MECHANICAL FIXING AND ADHESIVE
BONDING

Angle brackets are commonly used as a structural support for
reinforcing right-angle corner joints. It’s a simple method of joining
materials together, and just like the corner block it is held in position
using screws, meaning it can be taken apart and reassembled quickly
and easily. Some typical uses for an angle bracket would be attaching a
table top to the table frames and fixing kitchen units to a wall.

KNOCK DOWN FIXINGS
Many items of furniture you will find around your home such as kitchen cabinets and
wardrobes have been designed so that they can be joined together or taken apart
quickly and easily at home. This type of self-assembly furniture is known as flat-pack
furniture and is commonly made from manufactured board and joined together using
various mechanical fixings known as knock down fixings. Some commonly used knock
down fixings are shown below.

Corner block

A corner block is one of the most basic
knock down fixings used in self-assembly
furniture. It provides a strong, cheap and
effective method of joining two pieces of
wood together at right angles. Although
the example in the picture shows a plastic
corner block, it could quite easily have been
made from a piece of natural timber such
as pine having holes drilled into it then
screwed into place.
A barrel and bolt joint is one of the strongest
knock down fixings and can be taken
apart and reassembled quickly and easily.
Typically found in self-assembly tables,
the barrel and bolt joint is assembled by
inserting the bolt through both components bolt
to be joined together where it locates
A barrel and bolt joint
the threaded hole in the barrel, and it is
then tightened up by an Allen key. As it’s
tightened, the two components are pulled
together to achieve a very strong joint.

barrel

Cam lock fitting

An angle bracket in use

Advantages of flat-pack furniture
Self-assembly, flat-pack furniture which is joined together using knock down fixings has
many advantages over traditional woodworking techniques:

•
•

It’s cheaper to manufacture as consumers assemble it themselves.

•

It’s quick and easy to assemble and take apart
using limited specialist equipment – often just a
screwdriver or an Allen key is required.

•

It’s easier to transport and deliver; for example,
large furniture items such as wardrobes and
dining room tables, which are awkward to handle
and manoeuvre around a house when they’re
assembled, can be assembled in the room where
they will be used.

N5_PracticalWoodwork.indb All Pages

Find out how to use an angle
bracket by watching the clip
at www.brightredbooks.net

It’s made from manufactured board, rather
than natural timber, which is better for
the environment.

Flat-pack furniture being assembled

Allen key

A basic and easy to assemble and
disassemble knock down fixing is the
furniture screw connector. As the name
suggests, this is commonly used in the
assembly of flat-pack furniture. Its deep
thread provides an accurate, close-fitting
joint in the manufactured board where
normal wood screws could easily tear out. Furniture screw connector

Unlike knock down fixings, traditional wood joints are assembled using wood glue.
The most commonly used wood glue in schools is PVA glue. PVA (polyvinyl-acetate) glue
is a thick, white, water-based glue which is supplied in a bottle with a thin nozzle that
allows the glue to be applied right into the corners of the joints. Unlike superglue, which
has a very short setting time, PVA will take around 3–4 hours to dry and set to a strong,
permanent joint. Traditionally, PVA glue is used for interior applications; however, if
a product is going to come into contact with water or is required for exterior use, an
exterior grade waterproof PVA glue should be used.

1. State two pieces of furniture you may find around your home that had been designed
as self-assembly, flat-packed furniture.

PVA glue

To prevent any excess glue
staining the surface of your
wood, you should remove it
immediately using a damp
paper towel.

2. Flat-packed furniture is commonly assembled using knock down fixings. State the
name of three different knock down fixings that are available for use.
3. State two advantages of using knock down fixings over traditional wood joint techniques.
4. State why a bottle of PVA glue is fitted with a thin nozzle.
5. State when an exterior grade of PVA glue should be considered for use.

48

A kitchen cabinet assembled using knock down fixings

WOOD ADHESIVE

One of the strongest, most complex knock down fixings
is the cam lock fixing. Commonly found in self-assembly
kitchen cabinets, this fixing uses a specialist screw which is
tightened into one component then inserted into the second
component where the head of the screw
is located in the cam. The cam is then
cam tightened by a screwdriver, which in turn
pulls the two components together.

specialist screw

Angle brackets

Test yourself on mechanical
fixing and adhesive bonding
on the Digital Zone.
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Surface preparation and finishing – Application and types of surface finish

SURFACE PREPARATION AND FINISHING

APPLICATION AND TYPES OF
SURFACE FINISH

Wax

FINISHING TECHNIQUES
For additional videos
on different finishing
techniques, head to
www.brightredbooks.net

Paint should not be applied
to your course work as it
will obscure your project. If a
colour effect is desired, a stain
finish should be used instead.

Surface finishes are applied to wooden products for two main reasons, to protect the
wood and to enhance the appearance of the wood. There are many finishes available
and it’s important that the correct finish is selected. When deciding on a suitable finish
for a product, consideration must be given to the following factors:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What level of protection is needed? Moisture, dirt, heat, sun, knocks and/or scratches?
Safety – Is the finish child-friendly?
Where will the product be used? Interior and/or exterior?
What is the expected lifespan of the product?
Must the grain be seen?
Surface sheen required – high or low gloss.
Drying time of applied finish.
Ease of application and clean up.
Number of coats required to achieve a quality finish.

TYPES OF SURFACE FINISH

A wax finish is used to achieve a smooth, silky, protective surface on a wooden
workpiece. It produces a matt finish which allows the natural grain structure of the
wood to be seen. Although applying wax directly onto bare wood will provide a light
protective layer to the wood, to create an extra protective barrier to a workpiece, it is
recommended that the wood is initially sealed with sanding sealer before being waxed.
The purpose of applying the sanding sealer is to seal the pores of the wood to give a
smooth, even surface for the top coats of wax.
Wax is a very easy finish to apply. Using steel wool, a thin coat of wax is rubbed into
the wood in a circular motion, before being left to dry for around 30 minutes. Once dry,
the surface of the wood can then be polished using a soft cloth. Just like an oil finish,
to maintain a protective coating, a wax finish will require regular reapplication around
every six months.

Varnish
Varnish produces a hard-wearing, durable, clear protective finish to wood that will be
used either internally or externally. It is well suited to high-wear areas such as dining
tables, floors and skirting boards due to the high level of protection it offers from stains,
scruffs and scratches. Varnish is applied using a brush or cloth. To achieve a highquality finish, it is recommended that at least three coats of varnish are applied, and
between each coat, once it’s fully dried, the surface should be lightly rubbed down with
either a fine abrasive paper or steel wool. Once complete, a varnished surface will last
for years and require very little maintenance.

Stain

A picture frame with a stain applied

Stain is used to change the colour of wood while
allowing the grain still to be seen. Most stain
finishes are not water-resistant and will require
a further finish such as varnish that will seal
and protect the wood from moisture. Stain can
be applied using either a brush or a cloth. Stain
can be used to make a cheap wood look like one
which is more expensive or harder to obtain.

Wax being applied using
steel wool

Wax being polished using a
soft cloth

A selection of the numerous different
shades and colours of stain that are
available is shown

A wooden surface, with a varnish finish
applied to make it more durable

Interior varnish

Interior varnish being
applied to a stair banister

Oil

The terms Gloss, Silk and
Matt refer to the sheen a
surface finish will create. A
gloss finish is a shiny smooth
surface; silk, also known as a
satin finish, is a slightly dull
shiny surface; and a matt
finish will leave a dull surface.

Steel wool

Oil finishes such as danish oil, linseed oil and olive (vegetable) oil are quick and easy to
apply with either a brush or a cloth and provide a natural looking finish that enhances
the grain of the wood. Although the three types of oil finish are suitable for both
interior and exterior use, danish oil provides the most durable finish and is the best
choice. Olive oil is colourless and has no odour, and for that reason, is frequently used
on wooden products that come into contact with food. To maintain a protective coating,
an oil finish will require regular reapplication around every six months.

Exterior varnish

Exterior varnish being
applied to an external table

You need to protect your
exterior wood from the
weather. If you don’t, it’ll turn
a grey/silvery colour in the
sun and rot in the rain.

External wooden windows and
doors with varnish applied

An oil finish has endless applications including food preparation surfaces, sports
equipment such as cricket bats, kitchen utensils, garden furniture, musical instruments,
children’s toys, wooden doors and wood turning projects.
1. State five factors that should be considered when choosing which finish to apply to a
workpiece.
2. State which surface finish should be selected to alter the colour of the wood, while
allowing the grain of the wood still to be seen.
3. State which surface finish should be selected for a wooden kitchen utensil which will
come into contact with food.

Garden furniture

Linseed oil

Wooden toys

Fruit bowl with an oil finish

Kitchen utensils

Test yourself on
types of finish at
www.brightredbooks.net

4. Describe the terms gloss, silk and matt finishes.
5. Explain why a varnished finish is suitable for dining tables, floors or skirting boards.
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